1. **Operator Station** – 415F2 IL is available in Cab or Canopy configurations featuring industry leading comfort and visibility. The all new operator station features ample leg room, full roof cab, pantograph windshield wiper, large storage space, and an adjustable seat for increased operator comfort.

2. **Durable Three-Point Hitch** – Standard single tilt hitch design offers superior grading to the operator. A non-metallic wedge system, located to each side of the hitch, controls hitch sway. A dual tilt cylinder kit is available to customers as an option. Hitch Design has been shortened for better operator Visibility and Down Pressure on rear attachments.

3. **Cat Box Blade** – A new design developed to increase durability and service life. The box blade wear plate can be turned 180 degrees, for double wear life of the component. This is an exclusive design to the 415F2 IL box blade.

4. **Product Link** – Provides remote access to machine systems data. This remote monitoring system transmits data via satellite or cell and is accessible through the web-based application called Visionlink. Product Link is standard on all 415F2 ILs.

5. **Simple Cooling Package** – Easily accessible cooling package simplifies servicing. The easy to open cooling package reduces downtime and requires no hand tools. Clean out is quick with tilt down coolers. Grouped service points mean all daily checks can be completed quickly and easily.

6. **Brake Mode Selector** – The 415F2 IL comes standard as a 4WD configuration. The selector switch gives the operator the ability to utilize four wheel braking while in two wheel drive. This reduces wear and tear on the drivetrain and tires. 4wheel Braking allows for 2wheel steer in 2WD. 4wheel braking Engages when both brake pedals are depressed.

7. **Machine Security** System allows the customer to protect their investment. The system allows the owner to program twenty-five different codes, ensuring only authorized personnel can operate the machine.

8. **Ride Control** provides a soften ride in all conditions, including load and carry, highway roading, or simply moving around on the job site. The Ride Control option improves material retention in the loader bucket for increased productivity and a cleaner job site. Ride control is an optional feature for the customer.

9. **Superior Blade Controls** – Finger lever operator control provide low effort control for increased efficiency. Located on the side control, the controls are ergonomically placed in a conventional location. The 415F2 IL comes standard with a five function rear valve.

10. **Simple Loader Controls** – Dual differential lock positions, loader control and floor mounted, means the operator has full control over the machine. Standard with a third function valves, means the dealer can easily convert the machine from a general purpose bucket, to a multi-purpose bucket, increasing machine versatility.

**MISC Bullet Points**
- (Standard) Cat C3.4B Engine meets Tier 4 Final/Stage IV emission standards, and requires no diesel exhaust fluid (DEF).
- (Standard) Variable Displacement Piston Pump allowing for Load Sensing Hydraulics
- (Standard) 4 Wheel Drive is Standard.
- (Standard) 3rd Function Hydraulics for Loader. Allows for addition of Multipurpose Bucket (Factory Option)
- (Dealer Installed Option) Dual Tilt Rear Hitch Kit
- (Dealer Installed Option) IT Coupler allowing for use of Specialty Tools (Snow Pushes, Brooms, etc)